Quality product, customer service alive and well

Providing a quality product and first-rate customer service.

As the century clock ticks toward 2000, people at a number of American golf courses are dusting off their archives and uncovering the 75th or 100th anniversaries. In many cases they are emptying part of their treasuries to perform lifts and tucks on the golf courses, smoothing or removing the wrinkles of old age. In some instances club members are awakening, or re-awakening, to the fact that their courses were designed by one of the famous architects of the early 1900s — so they are buffing shiny badges proclaiming that theirs was created by A.W. Tillinghast, or Alister Mackenzie, or another luminary.

Course renovation has for a long time been big business. But with these birthday celebrations — and normal “keeping up with the Joneses’ remodeling everywhere — golf course renovations and restorations have reached new dimensions.

And all this at a time when record numbers of brand spanking new courses are coming on line. It is exciting times — for both the classical design devotees and those who love the modern-era courses.

Some folks, like me, fit in both those categories and are rejoicing in the new and old, links and parkland. And here in Maine — like the rest of the country — we are enjoying a rebirth of some classic courses as well as some terrific new ones (see page 25).

Last year, bad weather from California (El Nino) to Texas (drought followed by flooding) to Florida (hurricanes galore) dampered golfer participation and counting out the game’s growth numbers. So far this year, most of the nation has been blessed with good weather — a key to the success of these new courses as well as those that have undergone birthday facelifts for the new millennium.

It looks like a grand future for the grand old game. Encourage your friends, encourage your kids, encourage your spouse to take up golf and discover the creativity of the Donald Rosses and Alister Mackenzies who have gone on before us, and the Tom Fazios and Rees Joneises who are here with us today. If your game is struggling, and whose isn’t, just relax and key in on enjoying God’s creation in which your favorite golf course is set. And have a great rest-of-the-season.

Greg Searle, longtime superintendent at Cape Arundel Golf Course which was opened in 1921, was reflecting on New England golf in February and there’s no snow on the ground, they want perfect playing conditions.” Shoulder season? What’s that?

What a marketing ploy! Softspikes, Inc., the plastic golf cleat manufacturer, in May announced “the designation of Grandparent’s Day or National Secretaries Day. Could anyone believe card sales won’t take a leap?

The dogs require no training, but act on natural instinct to chase geese, even in the water. We currently have another $40,000 in clubhouse/course upgrades and $500,000 on the nine-hole, George Sargent-designed addition that will open this fall.

“You always see someone out here working on a project,” noted one golfer I played with.

“Golf is fun. The playing conditions just keep getting better,” remarked another.

A quality product.

There was no attendant to take my golf bag out of the trunk or valet to park my car at Franklin Greens, things I might expect at a $100 green fee course, but plan to forego the $25 at a Franklin Greens course.

So, while customer service may not “begin when you drive through the entrance,” it certainly did surface when I walked into the pro shop. The woman behind the register thanked me for coming to play; the mower operators stopped their machines while I struck my shots; the grill cook came by to ask how my fries tasted; and the woman behind the register offered directions that shaved five miles off my return trip home.

“They are just naturally friendly,” Lambert said after a few minutes as he stressed customer service with his employees. “We treat our employees well and they treat our customers well.”

Customer service.

Management firms are to be commended for raising golfers’ awareness and expectations for a quality product and customer service. They, and the many family-owned courses that still operate throughout the United States and Canada, are to be commended for following through.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

GESE POLICE OF ANOTHER KIND

To the editor:

I thoroughly enjoyed reading your article in the June 1999 issue of Golf Course News about border collies. I found the article to be very interesting. My golf course is Manhattan Woods Golf Club, located in West Nyack, N.Y., and we use a different breed of dog to control our geese problem. I would like to introduce to you the jindo breed. These dogs are from Korea, but the breed is originally from Mongolia. They are used for herding, guarding flocks and as watch dogs.

Ken K. Lee, owner
Manhattan Woods Golf Club
West Nyack, N.Y.

The dogs require no training, but act on natural instinct to chase geese, even in the water. We currently have three dogs on the property and they have completely removed the geese from the course.

Two of the dogs are females and will be used for breeding purposes soon.

If anyone is interested in this breed I invite them to come and see the dogs and Manhattan Woods.

Ken K. Lee, owner
Manhattan Woods Golf Club
West Nyack, N.Y.

Continued on next page
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One of Ken Lee’s jindo dogs.

Ken Lee, owner
Manhattan Woods Golf Club
West Nyack, N.Y.

8 August 1999

10th Anniversary
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Any of us remember Hal 2000 from the film “2001: A Space Odyssey.” In the end the computer takes over. In the golf irrigation business many people have turned over critical data processing to the central controller, but far more can be expected.

Today we have many interactive tools we use daily, and have used for many years. One is the alarm clock: This electronic device keeps the time of day and, at a pre-set time, activates an alarm that alerts you.

Tomorrow’s tools are in use today in many other industries and will make their way to our industry soon. One term we will need to understand is “Real Time.” Real Time is about exceptional responsiveness. As Real Time managers we must respond to changing circumstances in the smallest timeframe.

In today’s competitive golf environment, superintendents’ time is being consumed by many other management activities and the time spent on the course is diminishing. Real Time technology will help the entire organization monitor, adapt, initiate, verify, and react to changing environmental conditions.

One type of Real Time/Interactive world we can look forward to comes from space. This technology is called “Space Imaging” or “Remote Sensing.” There are companies developing a private satellite network that will offer “pictures” that were once reserved for spy agencies, to anyone with a desktop PC and a checkpoint.

Soon it will be possible to call up the satellite vendor and order a high-resolution image and spectrum image of the golf course. This data is downloaded to the central controller. The image will show the turf stress. If this image is in “Real Time” you will have access to data never available before.

Today’s central computer manufacturing companies have been promising interactive control for two years and are very close to having it available. The systems available today have a ways to go before they are fully up to “Industrial Standards.”

In a typical industrial manufacturing plant, many of the processes are automated and controlled in Real Time by an interactive central computer. Imagine having the irrigation control system in Real Time communication with the pump station. In this environment, the central computer would be monitoring the pump station and field pressure transducers. As the pump station tops out with performance, the central computer turns on or off the proper number of sprinklers to match the pump performance all night.

In the real world, a Real Time interactive control system would sense a loss of pump performance such as a clogged filter, or motor failure, and reset the irrigation immediately to match the revised pump performance.

Soon it will become commonplace to see the irrigation technician with a Real Time, GPS-based, virtual map on a portable computer in the vehicle. With this type of computing power the irrigator can send any programming changes from the field computer image to the central computer via wireless communication.

Please keep in mind that this is my look at a few of the potential items that could affect our business and very few, if any, are currently being used. If someone can imagine it, someone can build it.

Larry Rodgers is president of Larry Rodgers Design Group, an irrigation consultancy firm based in Lakewood, Colo. He can be reached at 303-989-6995.

Managing a golf course is no bed of roses. Especially when your pump station is sucking in more than it’s pumping out. Isn’t it time you thought about Flowtronex? Flowtronex has created more industry innovations and provides better, more advanced service than anyone in the industry. Flowtronex maintains over $2 million in parts to meet customer needs fast. And Flowtronex builds the best product on the market. So talk to us. We promise, you’ll always know where your money is going - and it won’t be down the drain.

Flowtronex

(800)786-7480 (214)357-1320
www.flowtronex.com
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